
Teller Cash Dispenser 
      IGEX TCD 1000



Teller Cash Dispenser IGEX TCD 1000

One of the most effectually
forms of the bank customer service

Economy of resources

Creates comfortable environment

Integration with bank software

High level of security



Advantages of Teller Cash Dispenser IGEX TCD 1000

Reduction of  outlays

Control the circulation of cash

Raise the output accuracy of money

Reduction of time spending on customer service

Raise the level of  security 

Time delay ranging  from 0 to 99 minutes



Vertical mechanism of new generation is 
equipped with dispenser for 4,5 and 6 
cassettes
The capacity of the cassettes is up to 3000 

banknotes
In accordance with the bank needs, cassettes 

may be set to withdraw all existing banknote 
denominations of any currency
O�-line integration: IGEX TCD 1000 integrates 

trough the port RS-232. In this mode 2 
operators can use the appliance
On-line integration: using the protocol
TCP\IP one device IGEX TCD 1000 may be   
managed by unlimited number of operators

Teller Cash Dispenser IGEX TCD 1000



Steel safe with 3 mm thick walls corresponds to the 
1st class of safecrack resistance according to GOST 
(Russian National Standart)
Code lock has 2 access codes and time delay ranging   

from 0-99 minutes 
Floor anchoring is provided
2 modules for banknotes depositing
Shockproof cassettes are �tted out with a key Lock 

and a sealing device
 IGEX TCD 1000 can be easily integrated into an intrusion 
alarm system

IGEX TCD 1000:  the elements of security complex



IGEX TCD 1000: designing decisions

Can be inserted in any bank environment

There are many variants of operator workplace design

Teller Cash Dispenser models range contains IGEX 
TCD 1000 with  rear access  for 5(6) cassettes



IGEX TCD 1000: new opportunities of the creation of  
the operator workplace

Easily integrated into the operator workplace

Allows not to use partitions

Convinient for using by 2 account managers at the 
same time

The cashier can do all the operations from his 
workplace



New design and speci�cation of IGEX TCD 1100

Technical  speci�cation of  IGEX TCD 1100 

Dispenser NMD  - 100

Type of dispenser Frictional

Number of denomination 4

Cassette capacity 3000

Deposit cassettes -

Access type front

Withdraw operation, banknote\sec 15

Maximum limit of banknotes, withdrawing at a time 100

RS-232 2

Ethernet +

Dimensions( H*W*D), mm 900*540*730



A single key to the entire IGEX TCD 1000 Tempo
The lower drawer is equipped with 4-section 

Time delay can be programmed from 0 up to 30 
minutes for each drawer

Connection to the alarm system provided to 

of alarm all boxes will be blocked for 30 minutes

Floor anchoring

prevent to prevent unauthorized opening. In case 

Deposition by banknote denominations

Safe with time delay IGEX TCD 1000

cassette for di�erent banknote types




